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Abstract. This paper presents the plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition (PEALD) of titanium nitride (TiN) using
the organic precursor tetrakis(ethylmethylamido)titanium (TEMAT), with remote ammonia (NH 3) plasma as reactant
gas. This work investigates the impact of substrate temperature, from 150-350eC, and plasma times, from 5-30s, on
deposition rate, resistivity, carbon content, N/Ti ratio and film density. The lowest resistivity of ~ 250 µΩ .cm was
achieved at substrate temperatures 300-350eC and plasma time of 20s. At low substrate temperatures, although
deposition was possible, carbon concentration was found to be higher, which thus affects film resistivity and density.

1 Introduction
Titanium nitride (TiN) has been found to be a suitable
gate material to replace conventional polysilicon gate for
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
transistors [1] and has also been widely used in 3-D fieldeffect transistors (FETs) like finFETs [2] and silicon
nanowire FETs [3]. This is due to its higher conductivity,
high melting point, suitable work function and
compatibility with high-κ dielectrics. With its low
resistivity, good adhesion, and process compatibility, TiN
is also used as a barrier metal in the damascene process
[4].
By using atomic layer deposition (ALD) [4-6], the
film deposition is controlled at the atomic level, so the
composition and thickness can be controlled precisely,
resulting in a highly conformal deposition. Low
temperature deposition is also possible with plasmaenhanced ALD (PEALD), using a remote plasma source
to minimize plasma damage to the substrate or film [6].
The most commonly used precursor for ALD TiN is
titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4), together with ammonia
(NH3) [4-6]. However, growth rates are low and the
hydrochloric acid (HCl) byproduct may cause selfetching [7], copper pitting [4-5] and/or reactive site
poisoning [5,7]. The drawbacks of using TiCl4 precursor
has lead to research into metalorganic precursors like
tetrakis(dimethylamido)titanium
(TDMAT)
[8-9],
tetrakis(ethylmethylamido)titanium (TEMAT) [8], and
tetrakis(diethylamido)titanium
(TDEAT)
[8,10].
Although TDMAT produces films at a higher deposition
rate and with lower resistivity, there is higher carbon
content in the film at higher temperatures from the
a

decomposition of TDMAT [8]. TDEAT offers better
precursor thermal stability and lower carbon
incorporation [10], but the deposition rate is much lower
and would require high substrate temperatures. TEMAT
typically gives film quality and properties between those
of TDMAT and TDEAT, allowing a more balanced
approach to depositing TiN.
In this paper, we present a study of TiN films
deposited by PEALD using the precursor TEMAT and
remote ammonia (NH3) plasma as reactant gas.
Deposition was done over a large temperature range
(150-350°C) and using various plasma times (5-30s) to
determine the impact on film properties.

2 Experiment
Figure 1(a) shows the deposition rate and resistivity
dependence on the plasma time with the substrate
temperature at 250°C. A clear drop in deposition rate and
resistivity was observed as plasma time increased until
saturation at 20s. This indicates a densification of the film
from the formation of TiN instead of the less dense TiC
or TiCN. So resistivity is also lower, since TiN is also
more conductive than TiC or TiCN. From the carbon
concentration and N/Ti plot against plasma time in Figure
1(b), it is apparent that more TiN is formed at longer
plasma time, given the lower carbon concentration and
higher N/Ti ratio. From the density dependence on
plasma time in Figure 1(c), it is clear that the TiN is
denser with longer plasma time, hence the lower
deposition rate. The oxygen concentration, shown in
Figure 1(c), also decreases as density increases or as
carbon concentration decreases. From our work on novel
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Figure 1. The (a) deposition rate and resistivity dependence, (b) carbon concentration and N/Ti ratio dependence, and (c) film
density and oxygen concentration dependence on plasma time, with the substrate temperature at 250°C.
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Figure 2. The (a) deposition rate and resistivity dependence, (b) carbon concentration and N/Ti ratio dependence, and (c) film
density and oxygen concentration dependence on plasma time, with the plasma time at 20s.
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Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of PEALD TiN films processed at 250°C with plasma time (a) 5s, (b)
10s, (c) 20s, and (d) 30s. Scale bar is 10nm.
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Figure 4. TEM images of PEALD TiN films processed with 20s plasma time and substrate temperature of (a) 150°C, (b) 200°C, (c)
250°C, (d) 300°C, and (e) 350°C, with (f)-(j) corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) images. Scale bar is 10nm, unless
otherwise labelled.

ALD TiC [11], we found that TiC has higher oxygen
affinity than TiN, so the more carbon concentration in the
TiN film, the more it will oxidize with exposure to air.
Figure 2(a) shows the deposition rate and resistivity
dependence on the substrate temperature with 20s plasma
time. The deposition rate starts to drop from 200°C as
substrate temperature increases and then rises again at

350°C. This indicates precursor decomposition at high
temperatures. Interestingly, the resistivity is low at 350°C,
when decomposition should occur. Such deposition by
precursor decomposition is similar to the work of Caubet
et al. [9], where TDMAT was used, resulting in low
resistivity films. The carbon concentration and N/Ti ratio,
as seen in Figure 2(b), are both high at 150°C possibly
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Figure 5. (a) TEM image of PEALD TiN
film (substrate temperature 300°C; plasma
time 20s) deposited over a deep trench
structure with aspect ratio more than 6,
showing the high conformality of the
PEALD process at the (b) top and (c)
bottom of the trenches.
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due to incomplete surface reaction of the precursor at
such a low temperature. At 350°C, both values drop,
indicating most of the organic ligands were removed.
Figure 2(c) shows the film density dependence on the
substrate temperature, which is again dependent on the
carbon concentration, since TiN has higher density than
TiC or TiCN.
Figure 3 shows the TEM images of TiN films at
different plasma times and Figure 4 shows the TEM
images of films at different substrate temperatures with
the inset showing the corresponding fast Fourier
transform (FFT) images performed on the TiN regions.
All films appear to have some crystal grains, mainly the
(111) and (200) planes, as evidenced by the FFT images.
The FFT images also show more defined diffraction
patterns as substrate temperature increases, which
indicates larger grain sizes. Figure 5(a) shows the TEM
image of the PEALD TiN deposited in a deep trench
structure with aspect ratio more than 6. The TEM images
of the top and bottom of the trench, Figs. 5(b) and 5(c),
respectively, show excellent step coverage of the
deposition, making it suitable for 3-D devices and as
electrode or barrier metal.

3 Conclusion
The deposition of TiN by PEALD using TEMAT and
plasma NH3 has been presented, along with the material
properties of the films deposited under various substrate
temperatures and plasma times. The fairly low resistivity
of ~ 250 μΩ.cm was achieved at substrate temperatures
300-350°C and plasma time of 20s. Low temperature
deposition was found to be possible but will cause carbon
concentration to increase, affecting film resistivity and
density. This process is suitable for barrier metal and
possibly as metal gate material, with work function
tuning by varying carbon concentration.
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